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a b s t r a c t

The problem of automatic robust estimation of the epipolar geometry for wide-baseline image pair is dif-
ficult because the putative correspondences include a low percentage of inlier correspondences, and it
could become a severe problem when the veridical data are themselves degenerate or near-degenerate.
In this paper, Clustering Pairing Consensus (CPC) algorithm is proposed to estimate the fundamental
matrix. The CPC algorithm first produces the Matched Regions Clusters (MRCs) using topological cluster-
ing (TC) algorithm given a scale parameter. An estimation is produced from each valid pair of MRCs and is
then provided to M-estimation to compute a fundamental matrix. Finally, the best one is chosen as the
final model from all the estimation. The proposed CPC algorithm has been demonstrated to be able to
effectively estimate fundamental matrix and avoid the degeneracy of the traditional method for some dif-
ficult image pairs.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Finding epipolar geometry consistent with the largest number
of tentative (local) correspondences is the final step of all wide-
baseline algorithms, and is a fundamental problem in computer
vision. Unlike classical short baseline stereo techniques, wide base-
line stereo algorithms can tolerate a large change in viewpoint
between the images. Although technically more difficult, wide
baseline stereo has a number of advantages, including higher pre-
cision of depth measurement and smaller number of images
needed to completely cover an object or scene. The price to be paid
for these advantages is the need to cope with large geometric and
radiometric distortions. The fundamental matrix is the algebraic
representation of epipolar geometry, which is defined as the ma-
trix satisfying the relation

x0T Fx ¼ 0 8x0; x; ð1Þ

where x; x0 2 R3 are the projections expressed in homogeneous coor-
dinates of the same 3D point in the two images.

The estimation of fundamental matrix has received large atten-
tion in the last two decades. Random sampling and consensus
(RANSAC) (Fischler and Bolles, 1981) is the most widely used ro-
bust estimator in computer vision today. Random sampling tech-
niques aim to explore the search space of possible solutions well
enough to have at least one candidate which is determined solely
by inliers. However, the estimation of the epipolar geometry with
wide baseline is difficult.

The first difficult situation is that these random sampling algo-
rithms are not sufficient to cope with the high percentage of outli-
ers which can frequently occur in wide baseline images. Traditional
statistical estimators like LMedS or M-estimators have breakdown
points that are no more than 50%, which is far from being satisfied
with wide baseline (Torr and Murray, 1997). For RANSAC algo-
rithm, there is no exact limit in the percentage of mismatches it
can work with, but researchers agree it should not be used if be-
yond roughly 2/3 (67%) (Lowe, 2004; Wang et al., 2011).

For dealing with a large number of outliers, some improvement
of basic RANSAC was proposed. The MAPSAC (Tordoff and Murray,
2002) is the generalization of RANSAC based on the same point
selection strategy and the solution is to maximize likelihood. In
Subbarao and Meer (2007), the projection based M-estimator
(pbM) was proposed which can estimate model without a user
specified threshold. LO-RANSAC (Chum et al., 2005) enhances RAN-
SAC with a local optimization step. This optimization executes a
new sampling procedure based on how well the measurements
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satisfy the current best hypothesis. Another frequently used
strategy is replacing random sampling with guided sampling. In
(Tordoff and Murray, 2002), the guidance of the sampling is based
on the correlation score of the correspondences. In PROSAC (Chum
et al., 2005), the correspondences are sorted by matching score and
from this ordered list larger sets are progressively generated.

In wide baseline circumstances, the second difficult situation
occurs when a large subset of inliers is consistent with degenerate
epipolar geometry. In computer vision, the data are said to be
degenerate if they are insufficient to determine a unique solution.
As observed by Chum et al. (2005), RANSAC performs worse when
the data are near degenerate. Moreover, as shown in Torr and
Murray (1997), this is particularly severe when the veridical data
are themselves degenerate or near-degenerate with respect to
the model. To solve this problem, Torr and Zisserman propose
The PLUNDER algorithm (Torr et al., 1998), which estimates multi-
ple models separately and then performs model selection. In
(Goshen and Shimshoni, 2008), BEEM algorithm is proposed for
estimation of the epipolar geometry in difficult scenes. Besides
dealing with degeneracies, the main feature of the BEEM algorithm
is that it is able to generate an hypothesized fundamental matrix
using only two pairs of matches.

In our previous work (Wang et al., 2008), a topological cluster-
ing (TC) algorithm was proposed and used to filter out mismatches.
In fact, the algorithm can also be seen as a clustering algorithm, not
only a filter. With this technique, false correspondences can be
identified and rejected by checking the consistency of topological
relationships between matched regions in image pair. Simulta-
neously, the resulting matched regions are partitioned into con-
nected Matched Regions Clusters (MRCs). In this paper, the
algorithm was extended and these MRCs are considered as an
intermediate representation to facilitate fundamental matrix esti-
mation. Since the original matched pairs include a number of mis-
matches which will degrade the performance of the fundamental
matrix estimation, the topological clustering can be used to effec-
tively eliminate the mismatch and reduce the number of the corre-
spondences. Therefore, the estimation of fundamental matrix using
the matched pairs produced by topological clustering can achieve
better performance and higher computational efficiency than using
the original matched pairs.

Besides eliminating the mismatch, by using the TC the second
difficulty due to the degenerate epipolar geometry in fundamental
matrix estimation can also be alleviated. The fundamental matrix
has too many degrees of freedom which causes overfitting of the
data when the scene includes a dominant plane in wide baseline
image. By the topological clustering all the matched pairs in each

cluster are topologically connected. Each correct MRC roughly
corresponds to a plane in scene, and two planes are sufficient to
determine the fundamental matrix F and avoid the degeneracy.
Although it is possible that the arbitrarily selected two MRCs are
included in a dominant plane in wide baseline image, we can con-
sider all the two MRCs combination in the MRCs set to conduct the
estimation and choose the best one. This mechanism can make the
estimation effectively escape from degenerate models.

We first introduce the topological clustering algorithm more
formally and profoundly using semi-local constraint, and define
the topological relational matrix to illustrate the process of the
topological clustering. Then the Clustering Pairing Consensus
(CPC) algorithm is proposed to estimate the fundamental matrix.
The CPC algorithm first produces the MRCs using TC algorithm gi-
ven a scale parameter. An estimation is produced from each valid
pair of MRCs and is then provided to M-estimation to compute a
fundamental matrix. Finally, the best one is chosen as the final
model from all the estimation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we first present the topological clustering algorithm more formally
and profoundly using semi-local constraint. In Section 3 the Clus-
tering Pairing Consensus (CPC) algorithm based on the topological
clustering is proposed. In Section 4 we validate the algorithm by
some experiments on public data set, followed by a brief conclu-
sion section.

2. Topological clustering

2.1. Semi-local constraint

It is well known that natural images are not a random collection
of independent pixels or blocks. The crucial observation is that
most local feature region of image cover an approximately contin-
uous surface of the scene. Intuitively, a surface is a two-dimen-
sional manifold embedded in three-dimensional Euclidean space
R3, and the local region U of the surface is an open set in manifold.
As shown in Fig. 1, u and w are homeomorphisms from U to differ-
ent two-dimensional Euclidean space separately. Following from
topological theory, the transition map u � w�1 is bijective continu-
ous map. It means that the connectedness or topological relation-
ship among regions in a same surface is viewpoint-invariant,
which is a semi-local constraint, and is the basis of topological
clustering.

Define I as a given image in image domain X and
Ri; ði ¼ 1;2; . . . ;NÞ are regions in image domain X, where N is the

Fig. 1. Example of a two-dimensional manifold and its transition map.
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